FOURTH LEVEL

We have had four gangs at work in the ore above this level during the first eleven months of the year but in December two gangs were taken out and transferred to the ore body on Chase lease No. 9 in order to expedite mining operations at that point. One gang has a few months work to take out the balance of the ore on the slice they are now working after which they will be moved and work in this territory discontinued until the ore body has been worked down from above.

SECTION 6

FIRST SUB (1455')

Nors. 18, 19 and 20 are slicing and caving underneath the hanging west of the open pit. The ore is only about a drift wide in places but is widening out as we drop down. Some of the ore in this territory is high in phosphorus but it is all worked into our regular grades.

SECOND SUB (1305')

THIRD SUB (1155')

The men from this territory were used in the open pit during the summer months due to a shortage in labor. They are now back and the work of developing the ore is being pushed.

The west ore lens has been followed up from the 4th level to a point just west of the 1455' sub elevation and is now being prepared for mining.

No. 12 is driving a drift from the main raise to permit of dumping ore direct to the 3rd level and do away with transferring.